Congratulations on the purchase of your Armor Shield™ Liner Protection System. It is an added layer of protection for your above ground liner that when installed properly, will prevent rocks, weeds, and even glass from damaging your liner. Our unique coated, geo-textile material has been proven in hundreds of applications such as highway construction in guarding against damage caused by rocks, weeds, grass* and even glass.

Armor Shield has been pre-cut to the exact size of your pool bottom with professionally sewn seams to insure a smooth surface.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Excavate the pool site as directed in your pool kit installation manual.
2. Remove all rocks or other objects that may damage the pool bottom from pool site. It may be necessary to use a tamping tool or sod roller to produce a smooth, firm and level surface to install your pool on. **IMPORTANT:** You must have prepared a firm, level surface before starting to set-up your pool.
3. Assemble the swimming pool wall, following the pool manufacturer’s directions.
4. Use masonry sand, if needed, to fill any voids in the soil.
5. Unfold the Armor Shield and place on top of the sand bottom. **Helpful Hint:** Slightly dampen the Armor Shield to remove wrinkles and make it easier to lay out.
6. DO NOT spray down the outer edges.
7. Optional: Tape (using basic duct tape) the Armor Shield to the Pool Cove or pool wall to hold it in place while the liner is being installed.
8. **STOP** STOP before installing the pool liner.
9. Clean all dirt and debris from the surface of the Armor Shield.
10. Finish install of pool liner per manufacturer’s instructions.

*Not grass and other various Cyperus rotundus weeds are not covered under manufacturer’s warranty.